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TRAUNSTEIN, Germany — The rumor began, as so many do these days, on Facebook.
A group of Muslim refugees in southern Germany, it was claimed, had dragged an 11-yearold girl to a pedestrian underpass and raped her. When the police denied the claim, it was
said that politicians beholden to the European Union had ordered them to cover up the
assault.
The rumor proved unfounded, but it provoked waves of fear and anger as it was pushed out
across Germany by Facebook’s News Feed. Users worked one another up into fits,
concluding that these dangerous refugees, and the duplicitous politicians who shielded
them, would all have to be thrown out.
In most of the world, rumor-fueled meltdowns are taken as a fact of life, a product of
Facebook’s propensity for stirring up people’s worst impulses.
But Andreas Guske, a trim, steely-eyed police inspector in the refugee-heavy Bavarian town
of Traunstein where the rumor circulated, didn’t think his community could afford
complacence. Attacks on refugees were already rising. And southern Germany is a front
line in Europe’s battle over identity and immigration.

Andreas Guske, a police inspector, hunts down rumors on Facebook and tries to put them
to rest. Ksenia Kuleshova for The New York Times

Their efforts reflect rising concern among governments that Facebook is spinning up
violence and extremism. They also reflect a lack of faith in the company to address the
problem.
“We see that peoples’ feelings of safety and their actual safety are moving apart, like a pair
scissors that are opening,” Mr. Guske said. “We’re trying to close those as much as we can.
Hate can arise from this, which we’ve seen can turn the population against migrants and
refugees.”

A Facebook spokeswoman said the company had been “working closely with German
authorities” and had “trained hundreds of German officers over the past years on how to
use our tools.”
The company says it has taken steps to curb hate speech, instituting special rules against
anti-refugee posts. It also works with fact-checking organizations, including in Germany, to
debunk false information on the platform.
Facebook enlists thousands of moderators to scrub posts that break its rules. It is a scalable
solution that fits the company’s business strategy. But it does little to address Facebook’s
real-world impact or to curb hate and misinformation that fall within the rules, like many of
the rumors making the rounds in Traunstein.
Mr. Guske takes a more on-the-ground approach.
To stop the rumor about the supposed rape of the young girl at the underpass, Mr. Guske
started by identifying local residents who had shared it on Facebook. Then he traced the
story as it jumped between the social network and offline rumor mills — a reminder that
Facebook moderators, who monitor only the platform itself, cannot stop misinformation’s
spread into the real world.
Mr. Guske had two goals: to persuade the rumor’s progenitors to publicly disavow their
claims, and to find whatever kernel of truth had grown into the tall tale. Showing local
residents how Facebook had distorted reality, he believed, was the only way to persuade
them to reject what they had seen there as false.
THE RUMOR BEGAN, THEY FOUND, WHEN THE POLICE ARRESTED AN AFGHAN CITIZEN ACCUSED OF GROPING A 17-YEAR- OLD GIRL TWO TOWNS OVER,
AND PULLING UP SOME OF HER CLOTHES.

AS FACEBOOK USERS SHARED ACCOUNTS OF THE INCIDENT, THEY ADDED
SPURIOUS DETAIL. ONE ASSAILANT BECAME SEVERAL. A GROPING
BECAME A RAPE. AND A 17-YEAR-OLD VICTIM BECAME AN 11-YEAR-OLD.
THE POLICE POSTED A STATEMENT RECONSTRUCTING THE RUMOR’S
SPREAD. BUT MR. GUSKE KNEW A SOBER FACT-CHECK WOULD NEVER RISE
AS HIGH AS A SALACIOUS RUMOR ON FACEBOOK’S NEWS FEED, WHICH
PROMOTES CONTENT BASED IN PART ON ITS ABILITY TO KEEP USERS
ENGAGED.
SO HIS TEAM SHOWED UP AT THE HOMES OF USERS WHO HAD FIRST
SPREAD THE RUMOR, SHOWING THEM EVIDENCE THAT THEY HAD GOTTEN
IT WRONG. ALL BUT ONE REMOVED OR CORRECTED THEIR POSTS.
KAROLIN SCHWARZ, WHO RUNS A BERLIN-BASED ORGANIZATION THAT
TRACKS SOCIAL MEDIA MISINFORMATION, SAID SHE OFTEN WORKED WITH
GERMAN POLICE DEPARTMENTS TO COMBAT MISINFORMATION ON SOCIAL

MEDIA. MR. GUSKE’S TEAM IN TRAUNSTEIN IS, SHE SAID, “BY THE FAR THE
BEST I’VE SEEN.”

Mayor Andreas Hollstein of Altena at a courthouse in June for the trial of a man accused
of assaulting him. Ina Fassbender/Deutsche Presse-Agentur, via Associated Press

“POLICE DEPARTMENTS SHOULD DO THIS MORE,” MS. SCHWARZ SAID. “IT’S KIND OF GREAT.”

MOST LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS, SHE SAID, TAKE THE VIEW THAT
“IT’S ONLY THE INTERNET.” EVEN THOSE WHO TAKE THE THREAT
SERIOUSLY RARELY ACT QUICKLY ENOUGH TO STOP A RUMOR’S SPREAD.
“THESE THINGS, IF THEY REACH THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE, YOU CANNOT
GET IT BACK,” MS. SCHWARZ SAID.
MR. GUSKE LAMENTED THAT FACEBOOK, A $500 BILLION COMPANY, LEFT
IT TO OVERWORKED POLICE DEPARTMENTS TO MANAGE THE RISKS
CREATED BY ITS PLATFORM.
Last fall, a police chief in the southern Indian town of Gadwal drew attention for taking on
an approach much like Mr. Guske’s to fight social media rumors. Countries in Asia and
Africa, which represent the future of Facebook’s business, have proven most susceptible to
violence linked to the platform, experts say.
Yet few police departments there have the resources of one in a German resort town like
Traunstein.
Other police departments in Germany, where skepticism of Facebook runs deep, are taking
a harder look at social media.
Gerhard Pauli, a state prosecutor in Hagen, a small city in the country’s postindustrial
northwest, said his department was seeing more cases of violence that seemed to trace back
to Facebook and other platforms.

When Andreas Hollstein, the mayor of neighboring Altena, was stabbed by an angry
resident, the police concluded that social media outrage over the mayor’s pro-refugee
policies had helped provoke the attacker.
“This is a danger we’ve always had in the history of humanity,” he said. “But nowadays, the
technical capabilities are exploding.”

Mayor Andreas Hollstein of Altena at a courthouse in June for the trial of a man accused
of assaulting him. Ina Fassbender/Deutsche Presse-Agentur, via Associated Press

Though Facebook has worked with Germany’s regulation-prone government, Mr. Pauli said
the German police still struggled to get the company’s attention.
Asked if he coordinated with Facebook, Mr. Guske said: “No, not really. That’s hard. It’s a
problem.”
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